THE WITCHCRAFT OF CERN

3-28-2013

Steven,
...This CERN thing also has to do with the word of God. The spoken word of God. The Hebrew letter "yod" in this case. The most simple of letters, the "building block letter" of creation if you will. The "subatomic particle letter" sort of thing. They want to Create, that is, "speak the Word" --LIKE GOD. This has to do with "THE NAME" of God--the Shem. Gen 6 ...the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown,(shem)--that is-- MEN OF THE NAME. This is all just like the days of Noah... CERN-- portals for giants...portals for "Men of the NAME". The subatomic particles are like “letters” for building blocks....

At the tower of Babel what did they say? "and let us make us a name,". Ever hear people associating CERN with the tower of Babel? Wonder why. It's not a coincidence!

So here is what I have found about CERN! Hebrew and Greek letters!

Article title: "WELCOME TO ALEPH". (picture in first ref. even shows the letter Aleph!)
...ALEPH is a particle physics experiment installed at LEP, the large electron-positron collider at the CERN
laboratory in Geneva/Switzerland. LEP produced its first collisions in July 1989 and since then, millions of events have been recorded by the ALEPH particle detector...


Hebrew Dictionary:
a-leph (älf, -lf)n. Hebrew 'lep, of Phoenician origin; see lp in Semitic roots.

(My words: Notice this has “LEP“ in it to even associate with the LEP at CERN… So we have Aleph and LEP....)

Next: "Tau Neutrino, Ultra-Rare Particle, Observed For Third Time In CERN Experiment"

“...Physicists at an underground laboratory have caught an ultra-rare particle (Tau) in the act of reappearing. "It proves that the muon neutrinos are some kind of Superman-type particle: They get into a phone booth somewhere in between and change into something else," said Pauline Gagnon, a particle physicist at Indiana University, who was not involved in the experiment."
Now I suppose since I am talking about Hebrew here one could say "It's supposed to be Tav not Tau,". Well it is close enough---it’s not all just a coincidence.

There is always this:
"...ALPHA is an international collaboration based at CERN, and whose aim is stable trapping of antihydrogen atoms, the antimatter counterpart of the simplest atom, hydrogen...

REF:  http://alpha.web.cern.ch/

CHECK OUT THIS NEXT ONE! (notice: Brookhaven... just up the road from Montauk. CERN ...Brookhaven ...Montauk…?)

“Omega Group”
Brookhaven National Laboratory
...Current Experiments

“Omega Group members are collaborators on the following experiments“. ATLAS Experiment (CERN: Geneva, Switzerland)....

Next: DELPHI Experiment.

“(DEtector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification) was one of the four main detectors of
the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) at CERN, one of the largest particle accelerators ever made. Like the other three detectors, it recorded and analyzed the result of the collision between LEP's colliding particle beams.”

Finally: “Charmed Particles: New Insight Into Matter Of The Primordial Universe”

...Experiments using heavy ions at CERN1's Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are advancing understanding of the primordial Universe....”

SO.... Here is what this all add up to! Something about CERN and the Oracle of Delphi with her “charmed particle witchcraft“ (they call it “research“) looking into the Hebrew, Greek letters! Alpha/Omega and Aleph/Tav!! That seems a bit strange to me...
....could all be a coincidence!

Mikael G.
11-1-2014
Hello Stephen,

"Hungarian artist designs giant polystyrene man, named Feltépve, erupting from the depths of the underworld!"


The GIANT coming out of the ground is most likely of course an "Apollyon out of the pit" thing, though there may be more than just that here... He is coming UP ON the earth with a BODY in this case. So maybe it is like we are getting "closer" to the literal manifestation? 3 months ago (or so) I start saying that Apollo is out of the pit and on the move spiritually to acquire "spiritual heads" for an 8th head manifestation. Then we see all the stuff that I have been writing to you about---next we see this huge statue of a man rising up out of the ground. So maybe this is the body for that spirit?

The "unearthed giant" is at the "Art Market Budapest" at Budapest’s Széchenyi Square.

WITH RESPECT TO THE RITUAL THAT I HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT THAT INVOLVES APOLLO OUT OF THE PIT AS THE “PRINCE OF GRECIA” AND THE DALLAS/DEALEY/KENNEDY RITUAL ALONG WITH THE OKLAHOMA CITY BLACK MASS
THIS IS ALL ONE PORTAL THING!! THEY ARE DOING THE "RESURRECTION WITCHCRAFT" WHEREVER THEY NEED TO, THE GEOGRAPHY DOES NOT REALLY MATTER ON SOME LEVEL, ONLY THE PORTALS SO THEY CAN "TRAVEL"/CONNECT FROM ONE SPOT TO THE OTHER.

Next is this image on the map. It reminds me of the "Meru Rod" in Nashville. THE LOCATION ON THE MAP IS RIGHT NEAR THE GIANT IN THE ARTICLE! ABOUT 2,000 FEET OR SO…. IT’S AN ISLAND ON A RIVER! I THINK THAT IS SIGNIFICANT…

THE “DHARMA WATER WHEEL” NEAR THE GIANT:

A CLOSE UP OF THE “WHEEL”:
NOTICE THIS IS ALL WATER, IT'S CALLED "Palatinus Bath". This looks to be a water fountain (Just like the one at the OK City Civic Center! And just like the one in Greenwich And Vegas) PART OF THE STRUCTURE HAS EIGHT SECTIONS--I THINK THE 8 SECTIONS HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE 8 SPOKE DHAMRA WHEEL IN BUDDHISM. (THIS IS IN BUDAPEST AFTER ALL …“Buda”…).

In a way this makes total sense! That stupid Dharma wheel could actually have something to do with the 8 heads and CERN. This pic of CERN looks the 8 section Dharma:
This whole thing has grown leaps and bounds. Here is what I am thinking. ALL of the Ritual stuff is exactly what I said here, The Oklahoma Black Mass etc. is "powering up". They are working in the spirit realm on several fronts, power, gaining power (8 heads etc), portal access, connecting things, preparing for war etc… MY HUNCH IS THAT THIS IS GOING TO END AT CERN!! It makes sense right? This is all too huge to be just a run of the mill situation. If I am correct then somehow/someway all the rituals will eventually connect to CERN. The connection will most likely be strong and pretty obvious. All this stuff being done literally in the Spirit via the rituals will end at CERN and it will OPEN THE LITERAL PORTAL TO THE BOTTOMLESS PIT!

One thing that comes to mind is that many have written on the fact that certain components of CERN resemble the 8 spoke Dharma wheel--just like in the pic. That right there is enough to get my attention as to where this could all be headed! This could be 8 portals/paths of enlightenment known in Buddhism! I mean for crying out loud those "paths" could be the connection Apollyon needs for the 8 spiritual heads to come together!! All those people at CERN are helping fallen angels--they have no idea what is really going on….. Talk to you later.

2-8-15
BACK IN NOVEMBER I TALKED ABOUT THE OUROBOROS AND HOW IT IS A TYPE OF "TRAP" FOR SOULS OR SOME SORT OF TIME PRISON THING. ALONG THESE LINES EARLY YESTERDAY MORNING THE HOLY SPIRIT STARTED DIRECTING ME ON THIS WHOLE CERN ISSUE AGAIN. WHAT I AM SEEING IS A CRAZY PATTERN OF WITCHCRAFT THAT IS PART OF CERN (AS IF THERE WERE NOT ENOUGH ALREADY!). I THINK YOU WILL BE INTERESTED AS IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH GIANTS, A TIME LOOP AND ADAM AND EVE! I WILL PUT THIS TOGETHER AND HOPEFULLY SEND IT TOMORROW.

NEXT SUBJECT:

….STEPHEN YOUR COMMENT BROUGHT SOMETHING ELSE TO MIND SO ONE THING I JUST DID WAS TAKE THE COORDINATES FOR CERN AND PUT THEM INTO THE FORMULA FOR THE CENTER OF TIME CONCEPT IN DAVID'S BOOK.

LINK FOR THE FORMULA: http://theopenscroll.com/ConverterFormForTCOT.htm

Target Latitude and Longitude:
46.234167, 6.052778 (This is CERN. Ref Wikipedia)

RESULTS:
1602.58 nautical miles = July 30, 1602
Bearing (initial): 311.26°
HERE ARE A FEW NOTEWORTHY THINGS ABOUT THIS:

--JULY 30 IS 7-30. THREE SEVENS---777 OR 21 AGAIN! (CERN HAS 21 MEMBER NATIONS)

FOR THE YEAR 1602 WIKIPEDIA SAYS THIS:

"December 11 – A surprise attack by forces under the command of Charles Emmanuel I, Duke of Savoy, and his brother-in-law, Philip III of Spain, is repelled by the citizens of Geneva" ...."The heavy helmets worn by Charles Emmanuel's troops, which featured visors made in crude imitation of a human face, were henceforth known as "Savoyard" helmets after this notorious incident."

SO WHAT THE HECK ARE THE ODDS THAT THE DECEMBER 11th 1602 ATTACK IS THE SAME PHYSICAL LOCATION AS MODERN DAY CERN AND I COME ABOUT THIS INFO FROM THE COORDINATES OF CERN APPLIED TO THE TEMPLE AT THE CENTER OF TIME FORMULA?! THIS IS A CRAZY "COINCIDENCE". INDEED, THIS IS NO COINCIDENCE.

ALSO, FROM DECEMBER 11th ATTACK ON GENEVA WE SEE THE DATE 12-11 OR 3-11 AND THAT IS THE 311 IN THE INITIAL BEARING (FROM JERUSALEM) OF 311.26! NOTICE THE BEARING


IN THE FORMULA WE GET THE DATE 7-30-1602, BUT THE BATTLE IS ON 12-11-1602 (A DATE OF 12-11 WOULD BE 1602.95 AS OPPOSED TO THE DATE 7-30 WHICH IS 1602.58, THIS MAY PROVE TO BE SIGNIFICANT...). THE DIFFERENCE IS 19 WEEKS. SO THIS IS A LITTLE "OFF" FOR LACK OF BETTER WAY TO PUT IT, BUT I THINK WE NEED TO FOCUS ON THE 7-30 DATE AND THE NUMBER 21 AS A GENERAL CUE TO TIME TRAVEL. ESPECIALLY SINCE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE TWO DATES IS AN EVEN 19 WEEKS. 19 WEEKS IS 133 DAYS--NOTICE THE 33.

THE TIME TUNNEL OR EARTH TO MILKY WAY TUNNEL AS YOU PUT IT COULD ACTUALLY HAVE COORDINATES SIMILAR TO THE DATE OF THE GENEVA BATTLE! I SAY THIS BECAUSE WITHIN THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE BATTLE AND THE LOCATION WE SEE SAGITTARIUS, GENEVA, CERN AND THE SERPENT HEAD. THIS IS A
CONNECTION FROM THE HEAVENLY TO THE TERRESTRIAL!

2-9-15

STEPHEN,

I HAVE PUT THIS TOGETHER AS BEST I CAN.

SO HERE IS HOW THIS STARTED. I WAS READING ABOUT CERN AND SOME OF THE MAIN SCIENTISTS INVOLVED AND IN THIS CONTEXT A SCIENTIST NAMED MURRY GELL-MANN AND THE PARTICLE KNOWN AS THE "QUARK" CAUGHT MY ATTENTION--IT'S HOW HE GOT THE NAME. GELL-MANN NAMED THE QUARK IN '64. OF COURSE CERN WORKS IN THIS ARENA ALL DAY LONG...

--GELL-MANN ON THE QUARK:
"In 1963, when I assigned the name "quark" to the fundamental constituents of the nucleon, I had the sound first, without the spelling, which could have been "kwork". Then, in one of my occasional perusals of Finnegans Wake, by James Joyce, I came across the word "quark" in the phrase "Three quarks for Muster Mark".

THIS IS THE STORY OF A GIANT NAMED FINNEGAN---FINNEGANS WAKE!
"Finnegans Wake is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce that is significant for its experimental style – as well as its resulting reputation as one of the most difficult works of fiction in the English language".

YES IT IS DIFFICULT TO READ, BUT THAT IS BECAUSE IT IS NOT A SIMPLE FICTION STORY. IT IS ONE OF THE MOST EXTENSIVE PIECES OF "TWILIGHT WRITING" OR WITCHCRAFT WRITING THAT I HAVE COME ACROSS.... IT IS A MANUAL FOR DEVILS TO MANIPULATE THIS REALITY. IT IS AN EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD IF YOU ASK ME…

"Written in Paris over a period of seventeen years, and published in 1939, two years before the author's death, Finnegans Wake was Joyce's final work."

WRITTEN IN PARIS. THIS HAS TO DO WITH TROY AGAIN! IT TOOK 17 YRS TO WRITE. ( "The LHC lies in a tunnel 17 miles in circumference," ) IN ADDITION, THE TROY THEME IS NOT ISOLATED, THE BOOK HE WROTE BEFORE THIS WAS "ULYSSES"! "Ulysses is the Latinised name of Odysseus, the hero of Homer's epic poem Odyssey, and the novel establishes a series of parallels between its characters and events and those of the poem".

THERE IS A PUB THAT IS THE CENTRAL THEME
IN THE ULYSSES BOOK AND IT IS AN ACTUAL PUB IN DUBLIN THAT IS STILL THERE TODAY. WHEN I SAW THE PIC OF THE PUB I COULD SEE THAT THERE IS THAT NUMBER AGAIN--21! AND THE BOOK HAS TO DO WITH TROY!

Okay so here is where it all really gets going:

"In the first chapter of Finnegans Wake Joyce describes the fall of the primordial giant Finnegan and his awakening as the modern family man and pub owner " (A PUB IN HIS PREVIOUS NOVEL ABOUT TROY THAT JUST HAPPENS TO HAVE A 21 ON IT...)

Here is the first “WITCHCRAFT INVOCATION” sentence in the book Finnegans Wake!

"Riverrun, past Eve and Adam's, from swerve of shore to bend of bay, brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation back to Howth Castle."

I tore apart the etymology of the phrase
"commodius vicus of recirculation ". WHAT I FOUND WAS BASICALLY WHAT THE ENGLISH SITE THAT EXPLORES THIS BOOK SAYS AND THAT WOULD BE THIS: "a commodius vicus of recirculation: ....A "vicious circle" is implied here, among several other possible connotations." SO HERE WE GO--THIS IS A VICIOUS CIRCLE IMPLIED HERE RIGHT IN THE FIRST SENTENCE OF THE BOOK THAT THE SCIENTIST USED TO NAME THE QUARK! A BOOK ABOUT THE FALL OF A GIANT. WHAT IS THE VICIOUS CIRCLE? CERN AND THE OUROBOROS! WHERE DOES IT "RUN PAST"? ADAM AND EVE'S PLACE! IT IS TO TRAP "ADAM AND EVE", IN A VICIOUS CIRCLE. BUT THIS IS NOT JUST MY OPINION ABOUT THE CIRCLE, CHECK THIS OUT:

"The entire work is cyclical in nature: the last sentence—a fragment—recirculates to the beginning sentence: Joyce himself revealed that the book "ends in the middle of a sentence and begins in the middle of the same sentence...".

ALSO ABOUT THE BOOK:
"...The phrase occurs on page 3 of Finnegans Wake which is of course actually the first page of the book--if an ouroboros of a book can be said to have a first page."

SO HERE THEY ACTUALLY SAY THE BOOK ITSELF IS A OUROBOROS! WHAT ARE THE ODDS THAT THIS IS WHERE THE TERM QUARK CAME
FROM? OR THAT IT TOOK HIM 17 YRS TO WRITE THAT BOOK ABOUT A FALLEN GIANT AND THAT IS THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF CERN...

NEXT:
OUROBOROS IS "OUR BOROS".

BOROS IS "Derived from bor, the Hungarian word for "wine". Originally it could have either indicated someone who drank too much, or a person who owned a winery."

THEY ARE SAYING "OUR BOROS" OR "OUR WINERY" OR REALLY THEY ARE SAYING "OUR VINEYARD"!

OR ALTERNATIVELY: "the Greek suffix -boros, derived from the Greek word bibroskein, to eat.

HENCE THE SNAKE EATING IT'S TAIL, BUT PUT THE ETYMOLOGY FROM BOTH REF’S TOGETHER AND IT WOULD BE "OUR VINEYARD WHOSE GRAPES WE EAT"! WHAT IS IN THE TIME LOOP OUROBOROS "VINEYARD" THAT THEY (FALLEN ANGELS) "EAT" AS GRAPES OR "DRINK" AS WINE...?? SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE ENERGY OF PEOPLE? THE SOULS OF PEOPLE? ON SOME LEVEL THIS ASSOCIATION OF “EATING” AND THE SERPENT IS NOT A FOREIGN THING. CHECK THIS OUT. Psalm 74:13 Thou didst divide the sea by thy strength: thou brakest the heads of the
dragons in the waters. 14 Thou brakest the heads of leviathan in pieces, and gavest him to be meat to the people inhabiting the wilderness.

NEXT IS THIS!

"The book discusses, in an unorthodox fashion, the Earwicker family, comprising the father HCE, the mother ALP, and their three children Shem the Penman...."

TOWER PUT IN IT'S PLACE! THIS IS ABOUT "MARRIAGE" AND THIS IS WHAT I WROTE TO YOU A LONG TIME AGO!

HERE IS THIS FROM AN OLD E-MAIL:
3-17-13
"They want to take the "marriage bond technology" if you will, for themselves and have eternal life. "Climb up some other way" type thing, BE GOD THE CREATOR. They are going for the root of the matter as much as is possible in a material sense! Here is another way to look at it: they are trying to use technology to make an artificial "Ordained" marriage union and thus have "the power of God", THE Image of God.... be "like the most high" with technology. A form of godliness, but denying it's power. ...which of course is Agape. All this is the goal of CERN Though I am sure no one who is involved with it knows this.

Something very evil here about an “image” for lack of better term, in CERN’S case it’s the Image of the Beast! It is specifically focusing on something to do with the Image of God in the context of male/female husband/wife masculine/feminine.... “Gen 1:27 So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.”

IT DOES NOT STOP THERE. THE SHEM IN THE STORY IS NOT AN ACCIDENT. THIS IS FROM AN E-MAIL OVER A YEAR AGO!
"This CERN thing also has to do with the word of God. The spoken word of God. ...They want to Create, that is, "speak the Word" --LIKE GOD. This has to do with "THE NAME". Like in Genesis 6 ...the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown,(shem)- -that is-- MEN OF THE NAME. This is all just like the days of Noah... CERN-- portals for giants...portals for "Men of the NAME".

NEXT IS THIS COMMENT ON THE BOOK:

"Shem is protected by his mother [ALP], who appears at the end to come and defend her son." The following chapter concerning Shem's mother, known as "Anna Livia Plurabelle", is interwoven with thousands of river names from all over the globe,"

HERE IS A MEMORIAL STATUE OF ALP--THE "MOTHER" WHO “PROTECTS” SHEM--THE NAME. SHE SITS ON THE WATER!!
REV. 17:1 "And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters"

AND WHAT DOES THE WHORE CONTAIN? BLASPHEMOUS SHEMS! VERSE 3: "and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns".

(AND ALL THIS COMING OUT RIGHT AFTER THE KATY PERRY “WHORE THAT RIDES THE BEAST” SUPER BOWL HALF TIME “SHOW”…)

NOW STEPHEN LOOK AT THIS CONCLUSION!

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK: "Patrick McCarthy describes HCE's wife ALP as "the river-woman whose presence is implied in the "riverrun" with which Finnegans Wake opens and whose monologue closes the book.""

WHOSE PILOT WAS NAMED KENNEDY!!
STEPHEN THIS IS "THE RIVER" IN QUESTION!

(FROM THE ST LAWRENCE DOWN TO THE
HUDSON WHERE THE “RIVER WOMEN” IS
LOCATED..) HOW DO I KNOW THIS IS THE
RIVER? BECAUSE OF THE FIRST LINE OF THE
BOOK: "...back to Howth Castle."

WIKIPEDIA ABOUT HOWTH CASTLE:

"Howth Castle lies close to the village of Howth,
Fingal County in Ireland. It is the ancestral home of
the line of the St Lawrence family that died out in
1909. From 1425 to 1767 the title had been Lord
Howth, holding the area since the Norman invasion of
1180."

WHAT THE HECK ARE THE ODDS OF THIS?
HOWTH IS RELATED TO ST LAWRENCE AND A
“NORMAN INVASION“.... OR “SS NORMANDIE”
WHICH IS “NORTH MAN DIE”.... LIKE I SAID THIS
IS AN ALLUSION TO SATAN AS THE “NORTH
MAN”.... WHO WANTS TO SIT IN THE SIDES OF
THE NORTH.... BUT HE IS DYING AS IS SHOWN IN
THIS SYMBOLISM!

“ Isa 14:13 For thou hast said in thine heart, I will
ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the
stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the
congregation, in the sides of the north:
14 I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.
15 Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.”

BUT THERE MORE TO SHOW THIS IS NOT A COINCIDENCE. SEE THE ST. LAWRENCE FAMILY DID NOT EXACTLY "DIE OUT" IN 1909 AS STATED IN THE ABOVE QUOTE! VIA THE “TWILIGHT WRITING” AND WITCHCRAFT OF THE AUTHOR IT IS ALL "RESURRECTED" AND KEPT GOING ANNUALLY… HERE IS HOW:

WIKIPEDIA”
"Bloomsday is a commemoration and celebration of the life of Irish writer James Joyce during which the events of his novel Ulysses are relived. It is observed annually on 16 June in Dublin and elsewhere.

THE DATE OF THE COMMEMORATION IS 6-16! THIS IS THE MIRROR IMAGE OF 1909 WHEN THE ST. LAWRENCE FAMILY SUPPOSEDLY DIED OUT!! "AS ABOVE SO BELOW" IS ANOTHER WAY TO SEE THIS. LIKE CERN AND THE OUROBOROS!

THIS RIVER HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH TIME AND CERN AND THE OUROBOROS. THE RIVER IS ABOUT THE PIERCING SERPENT!

THAT RIVER IS REPRESENTING THIS! "Eze 29:9
And the land of Egypt shall be desolate and waste; and they shall know that I am the LORD: because he hath said, The river is mine, and I have made it. 10 Behold, therefore I am against thee, and against thy rivers

(EZEKIEL 29:9... 29 IS 11 AND THUS 9-11 ...AND THE RIVER IS RIGHT WHERE 9-11 TOOK PLACE! THE TWIN TOWERS DESTROYED AND ONE TOWER PUT UP... THE “TWO AS ONE”. RIGHT ON THE RIVER!!)

STEPHEN THE LORD IS AGAINST THE "ISIS RIVER WOMEN" AND THE LAND OF EGYPT WHERE THE RIVER IS LOCATED HERE IN AMERICA. THIS IS SPECIFICALLY WHERE "THE RIVER" IS LOCATED!! (I WOULD SAY IT REPRESENTS A HEAVENLY RIVER THAT SEEMS TO BE CONTESTED AS TO IT'S OWNERSHIP.) THIS POINTS SPECIFICALLY TO NEW YORK CITY AS EGYPT AND AS BABYLON!! WHERE THE "ISIS RIVER WOMEN" IS LOCATED AS THE STATUE OF LIBERTY IN NY HARBOR WHERE THE SS "NORMANDIE" SANK (NORTH MAN DIE)! WHERE THE APARTMENT "PLACES" BURNED. IN OUR GENERATION THE EZEKIEL VERSES ARE SPECIFICALLY ABOUT THIS SITUATION!! A RIVER THAT GOES FROM THE ST. LAWRENCE SEA WAY TO NY HARBOR WHERE THE RIVER WOMEN IS LOCATED! THIS IS HAPPENING BEFORE OUR EYES. I AM NOT SAYING THAT IT IS FINISHED--
Indeed the overt judgment most likely has hardly begun! But we are seeing an unprecedented foreshadowing of the destruction of the "River Women"--this is the Whore of Babylon/Egypt.... And all this somehow ties in with CERN...

And the connection to CERN and NY Harbor is not just a distant thing. Right near the Harbor of NY is Brookhaven.

Wikipedia:
"Brookhaven National Laboratory is located on Long Island, New York. The Charm quark was discovered there."

So of all things. This is where the "charmed" quark was discovered. Next to NY Harbor and right near Montauk! All right up the road from the "River Women".....!

I think this is also related to rivers in your location....

Wikipedia:
"A River Runs Through It is the true story about two boys, Norman and Paul, growing up in 1920s Missoula, Montana...."

A river runs through it. What really is
"IT"? IT IS "RIVERRUN"! THE EXACT WORD IN THE OPENING LINE OF FINNEGANS WAKE!
"Riverrun, past Eve and Adam's, from swerve of shore to bend of bay,..."

TALK TO YOU LATER,
MIKHAEL

2-9-15:

(FROM STEPHEN)
…THE GARDEN OF EDENS, THREE RIVERS MAY BE MIRRORED IN THE GALLATIN VALLEY -30 MILES WEST OF BOZEMAN--THE GALLATIN, MADISON AND JEFFERSON RIVERS MERGE IN 3 FORKS AND FORM THE MISSOURI!

MIKHAEL:

THE 3 RIVERS YOU MENTION TURN INTO ONE! A TRINITY THAT FLOWS AS ONE... THIS SOUND FAMILIAR.

THE FALLEN ANGELS ARE MAKING THE STATEMENT THAT IT IS ALL THEIRS. THEY ARE SAYING "THE RIVER IS MY OWN". STEPHEN THIS IS RIGHT OUT OF SCRIPTURE!! HERE IS HOW THEY ARE SAYING IT. THE ANAGRAM OF MISSOURI IS "OUR ISIS"!! THE STATUE OF
LIBERTY "RIVER WOMEN" AGAIN! AMAZING. HERE IT IS RIGHT IN PLANE SITE! (THE M OR NUMBER 13 NOT INCLUDED IN THE ANAGRAM I'M SURE IS SIGNIFICANT ALSO)

STEPHEN THIS IS NOT THE ONLY TIME THOSE ARROGANT FALLEN ANGEL MANIACS ARE SAYING THEY OWN THE RIVER! ("the great dragon that lieth in the midst of his rivers, which hath said, My river is mine own, and I have made it for myself.")

THEY SAY IT AGAIN HERE!

WIKIPEDIA:
"The Missouri River is the longest river in North America. Rising in the Rocky Mountains of western Montana, the Missouri flows east and south for 2,341 miles before entering the Mississippi River".....

MISSOURI FLOWS INTO THE MISSISSIPPI. MISSISSIPPI IS "ISIS ISIS"! (THE TWO P'S COULD BE NUMBERS. P IS THE NUMBER 16 IN THE ALPHABET AND THAT IS 7. SO IT COULD BE "ISIS ISIS 77"). THIS IS ALL ABOUT THE "RIVER WOMEN"---THE WHORE OF BABYLON. ...ISIS! NO WONDER WHY SEE ISLAM COMING TO AMERICA--ISIS IS THEIR SPIRIT. THE ONLY THING THAT WAS HOLDING DOWN THAT “RIVER WOMEN DEATH WITCH” WAS A HERITAGE OF GODLY MEN AND WOMEN!
THERE IS A CONTENTION OVER A HEAVENLY RIVER! AND A TRINITY. I THINK THIS INVOLVES SATAN, APOLLO, ARTEMIS AND A TYPE OF POLLUTED "ISIS RIVER"! SOMETHING TO DO WITH THREE RIVERS THAT FLOW INTO ONE! A TRINITY ACTING AS ONE! SOMETHING ABOUT A CRYSTAL CLEAR RIVER FROM GOD THAT THEY ARE TRYING TO TAKE OVER AND POLLUTE. THIS IS LIKE THAT LONG E-MAIL I SENT YOU LAST YEAR THAT YOU POSTED! AMERICA IS THE BATTLEGROUND FOR THE SPIRITUAL RIVER!! (THIS COULD BE "THE CONTROVERSY OF ZION" SPOKEN OF IN SCRIPTURE).

2-10-15

LET'S JUST ASSUME HERE THAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT GODLY PEOPLE OR GODLY ANGELS FOR A MOMENT---WHEN ADULTERY IS COMMITTED IN ANY FORM IT CUTS THAT INDIVIDUAL OFF FROM THE LIVING GOD AND I THINK IT CAUSES A CREATION OF SOME SORT OF "TIME LOOP" OUTSIDE OF GOD! OUTSIDE OF HIS ETERNAL DWELLING.

ADULTERY CUTS THAT "ETERNAL CIRCUIT" OR GOD CONNECTION. I CONCLUDE THAT A "SERPENT LOOP" IS THE RESULT OF ADULTERY
WHEN ADULTERY IS DEFINED AS BEING CUT OFF FROM GOD. I THINK THAT IN SOME FASHION THE OUROBOROS WAS CREATED BY THE SERPENT AT THE TIME OF A REBELLION OF FALLEN ANGELS BEFORE ADAM AND EVE WERE EVER CREATED. WHEN ADAM AND EVE DISOBEYED THE LORD AND THUS WHERE TAKEN OUT OF ETERNAL FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD THEY WERE “CUT OFF” AND HUMANS ENDED UP IN THAT SAME TIME LOOP TRAP. THUS OUR HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.

STEPHEN I THINK THAT THIS UNDERSTANDING IS REALLY JUST A LOGICAL CONCLUSION FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ETERNITY! WHAT I MEAN IS THAT IF ONE SEPARATES THEMSELVES FROM THE ETERNAL LIVING GOD THEN WHAT ELSE WOULD RESULT OTHER THAN A TOTALLY SEPARATE TIME/SPACE EXISTENCE OUTSIDE OF GOD? AN EXISTENCE THAT GOES NOWHERE! LIKE A LOOP! I THINK THIS IS WHAT THE OUROBOROS BASICALLY REPRESENTS. ON SOME LEVEL WE CAN LOOK AT THE OUROBOROS AS THE ABODE OF THE REBELLION. I AM NOT SAYING ALL FALLEN ANGELS EXIST IN THAT ONE LITERAL LOOP. THIS CONCEPT OF A SEPARATE TIME LOOP IS EMBODIED IN IMAGERY OF THE SERPENT BITING IT'S TAIL.

ON SOME LEVEL I DO BELIEVE THE LOOP IS
LITERAL AND THEY USE THIS TIME LOOP TO TRY AND ESCAPE FROM GOD AND HIS JUDGMENT AND TO TRY AND LIVE "FOREVER" IN THE SENSE THAT THEY KEEP GOING "ROUND AND ROUND" IN SPACE/TIME! ON A MACRO LEVEL WE SEE THE "OUROBOROS OF ADULTERY" PRISON THAT IS LITERAL AND HUGE, BUT ON A MICRO LEVEL ALL ACTS OF ADULTERY THAT SEPARATE ONE FROM THE LIVING GOD MAY CREATE AN IMMEDIATE "ADULTEROUS LOOP ENVIRONMENT" WHICH CONTRIBUTES TO THE INCREASE OF THE OVERALL LOOP IF YOU CATCH MY DRIFT! HELL ENLARGES ITSELF! TO FULLY GRASP THIS WE NEED TO ENVISION THE HIGHER UP MORE POWERFUL FALLEN ANGELS AS EACH INDIVIDUAL ENTITY BEING AN "ADULTEROUS TIME LOOP OUROBOROS" IN AND OF THEMSELVES! EACH FALLEN ANGEL ADULTERER IS THE SERPENT BITING IT'S TAIL!

THE TIME LOOP SEEMS TO ALSO TRAP HUMANS OR THE "SOUL ENERGY" OF HUMANS SO THAT FALLEN ANGELS CAN "FEED" OFF THAT ENERGY TO OBTAIN "LIFE"! FOR THE FALLEN ANGELS THE OUROBOROS IS THEIR "VINEYARD" WHEREIN THEY "EAT GRAPE"S AND "DRINK WINE"! WINE THAT ON SOME LEVEL SEEMS TO BE THE LIFE ENERGY/BLOOD OF MURDERED SAINTS THAT THE WHORE OF BABYLON IS DRUNK ON! (I INCLUDE ABORTED CHILDREN IN THIS SCENARIO OF "MURDERED SAINTS"…). THE
LIFE IS IN THE BLOOD!! THE BLOOD/ENERGY IS THE "WINE" THAT GIVES "LIFE" TO THE IMAGE. THE FALSE PROPHET IS THE "RIVER WOMEN" AND THE WHORE OF BABYLON WHO IS DRUNK OFF THE LIFE BLOOD/WINE OF THE SAINTS! THIS IS WHY SHE/IT GIVES LIFE TO THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST--"SHE" IS THE PARASITE THAT HAS ALL THE "LIFE" TO GIVE. SHE IS THE "SPIRITUAL" BLOOD SUCKING VAMPIRE! THIS ALSO INCLUDES PERVERTED SEXUAL ENERGY. THE "ISIS RIVER WOMEN WHORE" SOMEHOW "SITS" IN THAT TIME TRAP/OUROBOROS RIVER AND TAKES IN ALL THE ENERGY FOR "LIFE".... THE ULTIMATE PARASITE!

ON SOME LEVEL I THINK THIS WHOLE LOOP TRAP CONCEPT IS SOME SORT OF MASSIVE BACCHANALIAN RITUAL!! WHICH OF COURSE BRINGS IN APOLLO AND I THINK THE FOLLOWING SCRIPTURE DESCRIBES IT ALL....

"Thus saith the Lord GOD; Woe to the women that sew pillows to all armholes, and make kerchiefs upon the head of every stature to hunt souls! Will ye hunt the souls of my people, and will ye save the souls alive that come unto you?" And will ye pollute me among my people for handfuls of barley and for pieces of bread, to slay the souls that should not die, and to save the souls alive that should not live,"
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THIS HAS COME FULL CIRCLE. PUN INTENDED! ALL THE APOLLO/GRECIA RITUALS OF THE PAST TWO YEARS LEAD TO CERN. THE CONNECTION IS FOUND WITH THE EXACT SAME SCIENTIST WHO NAMED THE QUARK!

THIS IS WHAT I SAID TO YOU LAST NOVEMBER!

"Okay Stephen this is what I am thinking. ALL of the Ritual stuff is exactly what I said here, The Black Mass etc. is "powering up". They are working in the spirit realm on several fronts, power, gaining power (8 heads etc), portal access, connecting things, preparing for war etc... MY HUNCH IS THAT THIS IS GOING TO END AT CERN!! It makes sense right? This is all too huge to be just a run of the mill situation. If I am correct then somehow/someway all the rituals will eventually connect to CERN. The connection will most likely be strong and pretty obvious. All this stuff being done literally in the Spirit via the rituals will end at CERN and it will OPEN THE LITERAL PORTAL TO THE BOTTOMLESS PIT!! "

OKAY SO HERE I WILL MAKE TWO COMMENTS:

1. THIS QUOTE SEEMS TO CONTRADICT THE FACT THAT I THINK CERN MAY SUFFER A BLOW
OR DESTRUCTION OF SOME SORT. BUT I DON'T THINK THE TWO CONCEPTS WILL PROVE TO BE CONTRADICTORY. WHY? WELL, HONESTLY, I DON'T KNOW! ALL I KNOW IS THAT THE HOLY SPIRIT IS CERTAINLY NEVER CONFUSED NOR CONTRADICTORY! SO THAT MEANS EITHER I AM CONFUSED OR SOMETHING ELSE IS GOING ON HERE! IN THIS CASE I FEEL LIKE SOMETHING ELSE IS GOING ON BECAUSE I SEE BOTH CONCEPTS OF A DESTRUCTION AND A BOTTOMLESS PIT/PORTAL THING FROM CERN VERY STRONGLY. SO I WAIT TO SEE HOW THIS UNFOLDS!

2. PLEASE NOTICE THE AMAZING DIVINE PROVIDENCE HERE CONCERNING WHAT I AM ABOUT TO SHOW YOU!! WHAT I MEAN IS THAT I HAVE FOUND THE STRONG CONNECTION FROM ALL THE RITUALS TO CERN JUST AS QUOTED ABOVE, BUT PLEASE NOTICE THAT AMAZINGLY THE CONNECTION IS IN THE VERY SAME E-MAIL THAT I QUOTE FROM ABOVE ABOUT THERE BEING A CONNECTION IN THE FIRST PLACE! AFTER TWO YEARS OF E-MAILS, I HAPPEN TO SAY THAT I THINK THE RITUALS WILL LEAD TO CERN AND INCREDIBLY IT IS THAT VERY E-MAIL THAT IS THE CONNECTING POINT THAT LEADS THE RITUALS TO CERN!!

IT'S ABOUT THE SAME GUY WHO NAMED THE QUARK QUOTING FROM FINNEGAN'S WAKE---
THE STORY ABOUT THE GIANT!! STEPHEN PLEASE ALSO NOTICE THE DIVINE PROVIDENCE HERE WITH THE FINNEGANS WAKE GIANT BECAUSE THE SAME E-MAIL FROM THE ABOVE QUOTE WAS ABOUT THE GIANT IN BUDAPEST! AFTER I SEND THIS E-MAIL I AM GOING TO SEND YOU THE E-MAIL QUOTED ABOVE SO YOU CAN SEE ALL THE PICS AND COMMENTS ABOUT THE DHARMA WHEEL WHICH IS THE CONNECTING LINK TO CERN!! (NOTE TO READER: PLEASE SEE GOOGLE MAP LINK ABOVE CONTAINED WITH THE INFO. ON THE GIANT IN BUDAPEST FOR THE DHARMA WHEEL IMAGE…)

HERE ARE A SERIES OF QUOTES FROM WIKIPEDIA:

THIS IS THE SAME SCIENTIST THAT NAMED THE QUARK!!

"....In 1961, this led him to introduce a classification scheme for hadrons, elementary particles that participate in the strong interaction. This scheme is now explained by the quark model. Gell-Mann referred to the scheme as the Eightfold Way, because of the octets of particles in the classification. (The term is a reference to the eightfold way of Buddhism.) In 1964, Gell-Mann and, independently, George Zweig went on to postulate the existence of quarks, particles
of which the hadrons of this scheme are composed. The name was coined by Gell-Mann and is a reference to the novel Finnegans Wake, by James Joyce ("Three quarks for Muster Mark!" book 2, episode 4.)

WIKIPEDIA:
**Eightfold Way (physics)**

"In physics, the Eightfold Way is a term coined by American physicist Murray Gell-Mann for a theory organizing subatomic baryons and mesons into octets (alluding to the Noble Eightfold Path of Buddhism). The theory was independently proposed by Israeli physicist Yuval Ne'eman and led to the subsequent development of the quark model. ... In 1964, a particle closely matching these predictions was discovered by a particle accelerator group at Brookhaven. Gell-Mann received the 1969 Nobel Prize in Physics for his work on the theory of elementary particles. ....The Eightfold Way may be understood in modern terms as a consequence of flavor symmetries between various kinds of quarks...."

OKAY SO I'M SURE YOU KNOW ALL ABOUT THE DHARMA WHEEL AND THE 8 FOLD PATH ETC....OF COURSE WE HAVE THE SHIVA STATUE AT CERN. SHIVA AND BUDDHISM ARE CERTAINLY NOT STRANGERS SO THIS IS ALL TIED IN!!

"....More specifically, we’ll deal only the Assimilation of
Shiva as a deity into Buddhism. Shiva was initially considered as an Emanation of Avalokiteshvara. It was also believed that Shiva himself will attain Buddhahood in the future as Bhasmashvara Buddha. .....some Buddhist Sutras directly reference to Shiva as a deity. There are also Buddhist Tantras that deal with Shiva...."
THERE IS MORE. THE NUMBER 8 IS NO ACCIDENT. THIS IS ABOUT THE EIGHTH HEAD!! IT MUST BE! AS THIS IS ALL ABOUT THE APOLLO OUT OF THE PIT RITUALS AND HIM BEING THE EIGHTH HEAD! SO OF COURSE THIS MAKES TOTAL SENSE. REMEMBER THE "EIGHT BALL RITUAL" IN OKLAHOMA CITY? REMEMBER THAT LITERAL 8 BALL I SENT YOU A PIC OF FROM THE GAME "DESTINY"? THAT GAME IS THE ONE WITH THE CERN LIKE PORTAL THAT I MENTIONED! IT WAS SHOWN WHILE THE LED ZEPPELIN SONG ABOUT VIKINGS (NORSE!) PLAYED IN THE BACKGROUND! SEE ALL THIS COMING TOGETHER??

MIKHAEL G.
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THIS QUOTE FROM THE CERN--GIANT MAN E-MAIL IS WHAT IS PUTTING ALL THIS TOGETHER:

"...One thing that comes to mind; as I'm sure you know many have written on the fact that certain components of CERN resemble the 8 spoke Dharma wheel. That right there is enough to get my attention
as to where this could all be headed! This could be 8 portals/paths of enlightenment known in Buddhism! I mean for crying out loud those "paths" could be the connection Apollyon needs for the 8 spiritual heads to come together!!"

THIS IS WHAT IS GOING ON..... THE 8 PATHS ARE SOMEHOW RELATED TO THE 8 HEADS! RIGHT NOW MY SPECULATION IS THAT CERN WILL MANIPULATE SOME SORT OF TIME PORTAL THING TO ALLOW APOLLYON TO BRING TOGETHER THE 8 "PATHS" OR IN REALITY THE 8 HEADS!

IF YOU RECALL MY SPECULATION IS THAT THE 8 HEADS OF THE BEAST ARE ACTUALLY 7 LITERAL SPIRITS FROM PAST "MEN" THAT APOLLYON/THE BEAST COMBINES INTO ONE ENTITY KNOWN AS THE ANTICHRIST!! IN OTHER WORDS IT IS APOLLO AND SEVEN OTHER SPIRITS THAT HE HAS "ABSORBS" INTO ONE. HE IS THE EIGHTH AND "OF THE SEVEN".... MY GUESS AS TO THE IDENTITY OF THE PAST INDIVIDUALS IS SOMETHING LIKE CAIN, GILGAMESH, NIMROD, OSIRIS AND KENNEDY.... I START WITH CAIN AND END WITH KENNEDY ON PURPOSE AS I THINK THIS BRINGS IN THE ENTIRE HUMAN TIMELINE ---THE FIRST AND LAST GENERATIONS AND THIS MEANS THE ANTICHRIST IS LIKE "THE FIRST AND THE LAST", ALPHA/OMEGA.... OF COURSE THIS BEING A BLASPHEMOUS
AFFRONT AGAINST THE REAL CHRIST WHO IS THE REAL FIRST AND LAST!

THIS ALPHA/OMEGA CONCEPT IS SEEN AT CERN! UNREAL! AND IT PULLS IN BROOKHAVEN RIGHT WHERE THE WHORE OF BABYLON "ISIS RIVER WOMEN" IS LOCATED! STEPHEN THIS NOW MEANS WE HAVE THE RIVER CONCEPT HERE. IN THIS CASE MAYBE SOME SORT OF TIME RIVER..... THUS WE HAVE A POSSIBLE TIME LOOP THAT STARTS AND FINISHES AT THE "FIRST AND LAST" GENERATION OF CAIN AND KENNEDY! THIS MAY BE REPRESENTED AS THE OUROBOROS!! I THINK THIS IS WHAT WE ARE SEEING HERE! THE OUROBOROS IN THIS CONTEXT IS SOME SORT OF TIME LOOP CONNECTION TO "ASSEMBLE" THE BODY OF THE ANTICHRIST FROM THE FIRST AND LAST GENERATIONS ... AND CERN IS PART OF THAT "ASSEMBLY".

THIS IS BRINGING THE LITERAL DAYS OF NOAH/CAIN AND THE LITERAL LAST GENERATION WITH "THE DEADLY HEAD WOUND" KENNEDY INTO ONE "PLACE"!! THE DEADLY WOUND IS "HEALED" VIA CONNECTING THE "CERN/OUROBOROS FIRST/LAST" TIME LOOP AND RESURRECTING APOLLO AS THE 8th HEAD BEAST/ANTICHRIST!!
HERE IS PAST E-MAIL ABOUT THIS CERN ALPHA/OMEGA CONCEPT!

"...ALPHA is an international collaboration based at CERN, and whose aim is stable trapping of antihydrogen atoms, the antimatter counterpart of the simplest atom, hydrogen..."
REF:  http://alpha.web.cern.ch/

...OR PERHAPS THIS!: (notice: Brookhaven... just up the road from Montauk! CERN ...Brookhaven ...Montauk...?)

Omega Group

"Brookhaven National Laboratory"
....Omega Group members are collaborators on the following experiments. ATLAS Experiment (CERN: Geneva, Switzerland)....

ON SOME LEVEL I THINK THIS "SPIRITUAL HEAD COLLECTING" ACTIVITY HAS ALREADY BEGUN AS I HAVE WRITTEN TO YOU BEFORE ABOUT APOLLO BEING OUT OF THE PIT AND "ONE THE MOVE" AS THE "TOMB RAIDER" AND "BONE COLLECTOR"... SCRIPTURE MAKES IT CLEAR THAT APOLLO COMES OUT OF THE PIT AND HE
IS THE KING OVER THE BOTTOMLESS PIT, BUT IT DOES NOT EXPLICITLY STATE THAT HE COMES OUT AT THE SAME TIME AS THE LITERAL OPENING OF THAT PIT. I THINK HE COULD ACTUALLY BE OUT NOW IN SPIRIT FORM AND GETTING READY TO BECOME THAT "KING" OVER THE PIT THAT SCRIPTURE TALKS ABOUT. THIS IS WHEN I HAD SPECULATED THAT HE MAY HAVE SOMEHOW BEEN RELEASED WITH THE DESECRATION OF JONAH'S TOMB IN NINEVEH AND YOU HAD STATED "WHAT GREAT EVIL AND DESTRUCTION ARE BEING RELEASED"....

MIKAEL G.